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Abstract 

Linguistic diversity is regarded as an unwelcome challenge in mainstream Danish education. In general, it is not 
introduced as educationally (or even socially) relevant, and there are few documented cases of successful school 
identities associated with minority languages. More often than not, when linguistic diversity emerges in the 
everyday life of classrooms, it produces difficult and paradoxical situations. In this contribution, we analyse two 
such situations from mainstream Danish classrooms, where linguistic resources associated with minority ethnicity 
are introduced in relation to platform performances. The situations offer an insight into language ideologies that 
was generally left implicit during the everyday school life. They do this through the illustrations of teachers’ and 
pupils’ struggles as they navigate between the well-known ideological structure and the attempts at incorporating 
different linguistic resources brought along by pupils in meaningful ways. Using the analytic lens of the chronotope 
we discuss how certain identities, linguistic norms and resources become intrinsically linked to particular activities 
in mainstream education. In our case studies, we show how bringing about and encouraging the use of resources 
associated with minority ethnicity may actually enforce a chronotopical understanding that links Standard Danish 
to academic success. This happens largely because the use of resources associated with minority ethnicity is framed 
as comical and entertaining – or in other cases (not analysed here) problematic. In one case, the participants exploit 
the comical potential. In the other case, the teachers encourage the use of minority language for reasons of 
entertainment, which leads to uncomfortable moments.   

 
 

Introduction 

 
Regardless of the fact that the Danish educational system comprises a relatively heterogeneous 
population of students, it predominantly favors a monolingual, (standard-)Danish dominant 
linguistic regime (Horst & Gitz-Johansen 2010; Karrebæk 2013; Møller 2016; Padovan-Özdemir & 
Moldenhawer 2016). This institutional preference for Danish as a standard and for standard Danish 
has a number of reasons. Traditionally the educational system plays an important role in the process 
of nation-building in which the national language is also a central element (Andersson 1983; 
Bourdieu 1991; Østergaard 2018). In fact, in Denmark, as in other Western countries, this 
perception of the national language seems to be growing, and Danish educational policies and 
guidelines underline this tendency (e.g. Kristjánsdóttir2018). Furthermore, (standard) Danish is 
generally regarded as a ticket to societal success (Hyttel-Sørensen 2011), probably partly because of 
its dominant societal status and the lack of linguistic pluralism in the public sphere. But the strong 
orientation to the Danish language presents schools with a challenge. They need to live up to 
curricular norms established by policy makers, which leaves little space for maneuvering when it 
comes to the formulation of more inclusive educational strategies. At the same time, they wish 
linguistic and ethnic minority students to feel as privileged and welcome as majority students. Yet, 
Danish schools are generally unaccustomed to thinking about linguistic diversity as a potential and 
an asset, and thus they are not necessarily well-equipped to formulate new strategies (but see 
Daugaard 2018 for a rare example of a different stance towards linguistic pluralism). Altogether, 
regardless of the fact that diversity rather than homogeneity is a general experience among teachers 
and students in Danish schools, this is not reflected in educational goals and practices. Many 
languages are regarded as incompatible with an academic curriculum and with the national 
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educational system as such, and many children are left alone with the challenge of both navigating 
an official communicative regime and of integrating it with other regimes, of smaller or different 
scope, with which they are acquainted.  

Occasionally situations emerge where the different aims, needs and expectations in classrooms 
are at odds. We will focus on examples of such situations from two classrooms in a Copenhagen 
school. During our fieldwork we (as part of a team of researchers) found Danish to be the legitimate 
and dominant means of instruction, and other linguistic resources (except for English and a few 
other European languages) were generally not regarded as educationally relevant or appropriate 
(Karrebæk 2013, 2016). The principal did not install any explicit language policies but he clearly 
disfavored the use of minority languages (Karrebæk 2013). Also, he told some of the researchers 
that he aimed for “color-blindness” among the teachers. We think that he meant that teachers should 
have the same (high) academic demands of all students regardless of the students’ background, and 
that they needed to find strategies that erased ethno-linguistic identities in order to focus on 
academic identities and achievements. This stance was generally reflected in classroom interaction. 
Given the predominant societal understanding of the Danish language in relation to the educational 
system, we understand the motivation for the principal’s focus. Yet, we maintain that it also had 
negative consequences. For instance, on the rare occasions where students introduced registers of 
language associated with non-Danish-ness in official classroom activities, their teachers faced a 
difficult task in finding adequate responses. In addition, many students were uncomfortable with or 
unsure of how to handle such linguistic resources (Karrebæk 2013, 2016).   

In the following, we will analyze two situations which emerged during everyday classroom life 
and which illustrate dilemmas in relation to the handling of linguistic resources associated with non-
Danish identities and not regarded as standard Danish. Both situations involve a platform event 
(Goffman 1983) in which young girls of ethnic minority backgrounds perform for their peers and 
teachers. In one of them, the performing girls have planned to play a recording where Arabic and 
Somali linguistic resources are used in conjunction with Danish, but as the recording does not work, 
the girls are invited by the teachers to perform unrehearsed in these languages. They are very 
reluctant to do so, and this leads to long and uncomfortable negotiations. In the other situation, a 
girl of Turkish background stylizes the (Turkish) Immigrant Other. In both situations, 
metapragmatic characterizations offer us evidence for some of the participants’ understandings, and 
we also consider how what is not said or said reluctantly compares to what is articulated and 
received with much enthusiasm. We find that regardless of the audible applauses received by the 
performing girls, the situations highlight the charged position of minority students in the regular 
school system in Denmark, and they possibly even contribute to processes of marginalization. The 
institutional setting seems to allow readily for certain indexicalities (Blommaert & De Fina 2017) – 
only certain interpretations came about – and these indexicalities include specific and problematic 
understandings of minority identities. In our cases, linguistic features and ethnolinguistic labels 
activated such problematic meanings. 

Overall, in this article we aim to tackle two questions which Blommaert (2015:17) argues are 
central for a social, multi-dimensional approach to language and meaning, namely: “(a) what do we 
understand? And (b) How come we understand it as such?” (Ibid.). In relation to our contribution, 
this involves what semiotic resources associated with minorities mean in this school, what happens 
when they are used, when and why are they (or are not) appropriate, and how this relates to over-
arching societal questions regarding the position and possibilities of linguistic resources other than 
standard Danish. This necessitates that we look beyond the speech event (Wortham & Reyes 2015), 
e.g., by considering the type of situations in which the participants find themselves (here the 
platform event), what the performing students aim to present, the audience’s response, and the 
larger embedding of the situations. Analytically we include considerations of form (linguistic 
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features), usage (use and avoidance of language, forms of participation) and ideological perceptions 
(implicitly or explicitly activated) (cf. Silverstein 1985) and we discuss the participants’ different 
available and performed identities. In both situations, non-Danish ethnicities, identities and 
stereotypes are made relevant, and although the racialization is not equally clear, explicit, and 
institutionally sanctioned, both point to unequal social structures and understandings of the non-
Danish ethnicities which disfavor academic achievement. This becomes visible through the 
observation of what it is possible to articulate (and what isn’t), through the stereotypes enacted or 
refused, and through the meanings and values attributed to occurring (and absent) linguistic 
features. As an analytical lens we use the notion of chronotope (Bakhtin 1981). Among other things, 
this helps us draws forward the cross-situational aspect of the analyses, and accomplish multi-
dimensional analyses of meaning.  
 
 

Chronotopes of school and performance in platform events 

 
The Bakhtinian chronotope, or timespace, is a type of frame, which assumes an intrinsic time-space 
relation where particular characters move, and particular activities take place. Silverstein (2005) 
talks about chronotopes as “envelopes of understanding” which solicit certain presuppositions and 
inferences within a delimited frame. Furthermore, a chronotope encompasses generic aspects of 
(expectations about) types of texts. We experience similarity across events as we compare them to 
the generic chronotopic structure or even to other events interpreted through the same chronotope 
(Silverstein 2005). Situations are thereby connected to other situations, as participants draw on (or 
presuppose) situations experienced as similar or comparable in some way, and as they act according 
to their experiences and expectations. Two types of generic chronotopic structures are relevant to 
our study: The platform event and the student presentation. In the student presentation, the structure 
includes a presenter, the class as audience and the teacher as an evaluator. The content is academic, 
and it leads to a final academic assessment. There are many other expectations, some on an 
individual level, and some more conventional. In the platform event the expected social identities 
are performer(s) and audience (Goffman 1983: 7). In such events, which include staged 
performance, performers use language which “tends to be linguistically stylized, pushing the limits 
of language” while at the same time “building on the foundation of existing social meanings” (Bell 
and Gibson 2011:555).  

Both platform events and student presentations involve a delimited interpretive frame, within 
which the performer displays certain skills, is accountable to an audience, and is aware that this is 
the case. Following the same logic, the heightened focus on form and on the performance itself may 
lead to the avoidance of certain ways of speaking which are seen as incompatible with the event 
type. Also, when a platform event occurs in class, it is embedded in the timespace of school, and 
thus two generic types affect expectations, behavior and interpretations simultaneously. Students 
participate repeatedly in both types of events and they use prior experiences when they interpret 
others’ performances or when they themselves perform. The type, and the keying necessary to make 
others understand, is learned throughout the school career. In other words, chronotopes (here 
platform events and student presentations) are enacted locally, but our interpretations build on 
translocal experiences. We therefore need to be careful: Despite participants’ many shared 
experiences, all life trajectories and histories of socialization are unique, and this makes participants 
differ in their interpretations. In Blommaert’s words: 

 
“What is ‘brought about’ as a joint collaborative activity such as a conversation may obscure 
deep differences in what is being ‘brought along’ by different participants, and consequently in 
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what is ‘taken along’ by these participants after the activity.” (Blommaert 2015:4). 
  

So, when Selda performs as a Turkish clown (as we shall see), she draws on prior performance 
experiences, her experience in school at large and also a wealth of other things (what it means to be 
Turkish etc.). Some of the effects (e.g. the indexical associations created) of her local performance 
are intended, and others are probably not. Some of these effects may be due to the fact that Selda 
has little insight into the life experiences of her classmates, whereas others have to do with her 
position in society at large. This means that what is enacted within a certain chronotope is 
connected to prior and future events, and it is a way for participants to create future value (Munn 
1986). Certain types of situations have different potentials for producing value. For students, exams 
and graded presentations may add to a grade point average, which in turn defines where a young 
person can go later in life. Grade point average is a simple and formalized type of value. Other 
values comprise the understanding of a young person as talented / (un)engaged / humorous / 
cooperative etc.  

As Bakhtin was well-aware, and as others (notably Agha 2007) have underlined, all language-
in-use (literary work, platform events, and mundane conversation) orient towards its own internal 
and genred organization, towards the addressees, and towards the conditions of performance. The 
analyses presented here focus on specific interpersonal semiotic encounters where identities are 
situated in one timespace but refer to a different timespace (Agha 2007). Despite the fact that we 
can analyze the situations as involving different chronotopes (e.g., the situation in which the 
performance and performers are embedded vs. the performed situation in which the performer 
inserts herself), it is also important that these chronotopes are evoked simultaneously, embedded 
within each other, or cross-referring to one another. Thereby they and the enacted persona within 
them may seem to approach each other, perhaps even merging (Karrebæk & Ghandchi 2017; 
Perrino 2011). At least, if no work is done to avoid this. We will later argue that this is potentially 
significant for what is and is not embraced by the students.  

 
 

Field site and data 

 
Our examples come from an extensive collaborative empirical project carried out in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, from 2009 and still on-going (2018). The setting was a culturally and linguistically 
diverse urban school in a former traditional working class area where a group of senior and junior 
researchers have done sociolinguistic ethnographic fieldwork among students from school entry (5-
6 years) to school exit (age 15-16). The school setting was pivotal and we occasionally followed 
students outside of classrooms, to mother tongue classes in Turkish and Arabic, at home, to the 
youth clubs, after school center, or just on the streets. Our main types of data cover: field diaries, 
self-, group- and home-recordings, video-data, ethnographic interviews with teachers and parents, 
written texts, CMC, etc. (Madsen, Karrebæk & Møller 2016). All participants are anonymized. In 
this contribution we present data from a well-researched group of 8th graders (see e.g. Ag 2010; 
Madsen 2013; Stæhr 2010, 2014) who left the school in 2011 and a younger cohort whom we are 
still engaging with (see also Karrebæk 2016; Nassri 2016; Nørreby 2017).  
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Chronotopic work in the use and avoidance of linguistic resources 

 

The Turkish magician-clown 

 
In this section we will discuss a situation in which Selda, a 3rd grade (10 years old) girl of Turkish 
background, parodied a – or the – Turkish immigrant in a platform performance in class. Selda was 
born in Turkey from Turkish parents, and she moved to Denmark at a very young age. She repeated 
kindergarten class in her current school after a year at another public school. Selda attended Turkish 
mother tongue classes (although with very little enthusiasm according to our observations) and her 
Turkish teacher described her as fluent in Turkish. Her spoken Danish showed few traces of her 
migration background, and her Danish teacher characterized her as a good student who wished to be 
orderly and live up to expectations, an impression shared by the fieldworkers. In terms of the peer 
group, Selda did not have any close friends (at least not at this time in 3rd grade year). She primarily 
sought the company of a group of girls with ethnic minority background, two of whom were of 
Turkish descent. These other girls spoke in a way we recognize as urban youth language whereas 
Selda’s way of speaking sounded like a modern Copenhagen register to us. The relation between the 
girls was conflict-ridden and Selda often came out the loser. More on this below where we focus on 
Selda’s use of linguistic features, the indexical values of such features, and the motivation for and 
effects of her performance.1   

Selda’s performance was part of a show arranged by the teachers. The students were free to 
choose their own act or to decide they did not want to perform. They had time to rehearse in class. 
The event was relatively informal, with no formal evaluation, although the teachers provided 
spontaneous feedback upon their return to class. There were twelve acts in total – a riddle, a joke, a 
skit about a strict mother, a song about friendship, a fable written by two of the boys, etc. Selda’s 
act was number seven and she was introduced as doing a magic trick. Although the situation was 
informal, staged performances are inherently objects of evaluation, and they are generally 
demonstrations of strategic and reflexive language use. In this case, Selda made use of “strategic 
inauthenticity” (Coupland 2001), or (linguistic) stylization, as often seen in performance (Coupland 
2001; Bell & Gibson 2011: 555). It is strategic because self-aware, and it may inauthentic when the 
linguistic features used are not associated with the speaker’s ordinary linguistic repertoire (Rampton 
2009). Although the relation between authenticity and inauthenticity is not so straightforward, 
performers (and here Selda) often distance themselves from the persona associated with the style 
used, and they often use this as a strategy to comment on social issues. Thereby social and 
ideological understandings are made salient, and the performance can have both immediate effects – 
entertainment – and more long-term sociolinguistic effects – in terms of the validation of a 
stereotype. Or so we will argue. Also, the successful performance presupposes an audience who 
recognizes the semiotic value associated with the performance and it is therefore tied to the 
normative expectations which it may mirror (Coupland 2001: 350). Last, Coupland (2001: 350) 
suggests that stylizations dislocate a speaker and utterance from the immediate speaking context, 
and in relation to the present study, we could see this as a speaker’s introduction of a new 
chronotope.  

On this particular day, none of the authors of this contribution were present along with the 
students, but Karrebæk did fieldwork among the 3rd graders at this point, and she knew Selda from 
both regular classrooms and Turkish mother tongue classes. We enter the situation at the moment of 

                                                 
1 This performance has also been analyzed by Nørreby (2017). We agree with Nørreby on most of his observations and 
conclusions, but our aim is different. We are interested in relating this performance to a chronotopic understanding and 
the effects of introducing language associated with immigrants in mainstream classes. Nørreby is studying the multiple 
meanings of the register used by Selda as well as a child in a different school. 
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introduction. The entire act lasts approximately four minutes. Non-standard pronunciation and other 
types of deviation are marked in the transcript. 
 
Transcript 1 

 

Spring 2014; audio-recording 
Participants: Selda (Turkish descent), Aud = audience, comprising all other 3rd graders, their 
teachers, three researchers, SM = stage master, Kate (girl from 3rd grade), Adam (boy from 3rd 
grade), Unk = Unknown speaker 
Legend:  
* = creaky voice  
♪ = sing-song intonation 
° = absence of glottal stop where expected 
↑    = prosodic rise to high 
↓ = prosodic fall to low 
¯ xxx¯  = very high pitch 
bold  = different types of non-standard pronunciation  
 
01 SM:  det næste er Selda der skal vise os (si/e)n tryllekunst  
  the next is Selda who is going to show us her/a magic trick 

02 Aud: ((applause)) 
03 Selda: ui jeg kom fra Tjyrki°↑et (0.7) de:t må jeg lige sige tje ↑jer  
04  (1.2) og nu skal jeg vise jer en tjrylle↓kun̊st (3.3) nej° det 
05  er ik ↓den° (2.7) slet ik ↓den (2.0) slet ↓ik (1.3) nat↓tjøj 
06  ((sounds surprised)) 

ui I came from Turkey (0.7) I must just tell you that (1.2) and now I am going to 

show you a magic trick (3.3.) no it isn’t tat (2.7) not that at all (2.0) not at all (1.3) 
pajamas  

07 Aud: ((laughing)) 
… 
28 Selda: jeg må nø:dt tje at prøve en gang tje fordi hun var lidt ¯ dum¯  
  I have to try once more because she was a little stupid 

29 Aud: ((laughing)) 
30  (0.8) 
… 
35 Selda: ø:h jeg vil gerne ha: dig med bonushår (1.8) undskyld (3.8)  
36  jeg ka ik finde ud af dan°sk så: jeg tjaler lidt mærke↓ligt 
37  (1.3) du må kun prøve det e̊n ↑gang (0.7) _ellers så dræber jeg  
38  ↓dig lissom hende der_ 

e:h I would like to ha:ve you with bonus hair (1.8) sorry (3.8) I don’t know Danish 
so: I speak a little strange (1.3) you can only try it once (0.7) or else I kill you like 

her 

39 Aud: ((laughing)) 
40 Selda: han der 
… 
44 Selda: sådan der så har du prøvet ((applause)) NE:J ven°t (.) ven°t ven°t (.)  
45  ven°t vi skal lige vente (1.3) sætter vi den lige her og så  
46  venter ↓vi (5.7) jeg ringer lige tje min sø↓ster  
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like that then you have tried (applause) NO: wait (.) wait wait wait wait we just have 

to wait (1.3) just put thi sone here and then we wait (5.7) I just call my sister 

47  (1.2) 
48 Aud:  ((laughing)) 
49 Selda: hvorfor har du tjaget min ø:h legetjøj med (0.9) okay farvel  
50  har du ¯ fødselsdag° i dag°¯  

why did you bring my toy (0.9) okay goodbye is it your birthday today 

51 Aud: ((laughing)) 
52 Selda: okay jeg sender ba:re en: gulerod tje dig farvel 
   okay I am just going to send you a: carrot goodbye  

53 Aud:  ((laughing)) 
54  (1.3) 
 
  
Although in the announcement the focus is on the magic trick, the linguistic aspects take center 
stage in the performance. Whereas ordinarily Selda speaks a modern Copenhagen Danish2, her 
linguistic performance includes a range of non-standard features, features which appear exaggerated 
and as contextualization cues. They run the gamut from segmental phonetics to speech acts. We 
present an overview in Table 1.  

The features listed in Table 1 differ both in terms of frequency, saliency, and (perhaps) 
metapragmatic transparency. Most generalized is [ç] rather than standard [ts]) for /t/ in syllable 
initial position. Other studies (e.g. Hyttel-Sørensen 2017; Møller 2009) have demonstrated how this 
feature is associated with two different, yet related, registers of speech today (Agha 2007), both 
primarily associated with immigrant Danish: an urban youth register and the Danish spoken by 
(adult) learners of Danish (here labeled learner Danish), although it has also been attested earlier in 
non-ethnically marked Copenhagen speech (Maegaard 2007: 87). The urban youth style is widely 
used and well-known in the school in general and in Selda’s 3rd grade class specifically (Karrebæk 
2016). It is also used by (particularly) one of the girls in the peer group that Selda aspires to; in fact, 
this girl is a relatively rare example of a female user of this register (Nørreby 2017). In contrast, we 
never met students speaking learner Danish during our fieldwork. Indexically the urban youth 
register is associated with urban, assertive, masculine youngsters of (perhaps) non-Danish 
background (Madsen 2013). At the same time, it is becoming increasingly mainstream because of 
its use by popular rap artists, and thereby it gets less tied to counter-culture and the stereotype of the 
societally marginalized, educationally weak, aggressive gangster of immigrant background (Hyttel-
Sørensen 2017; Stæhr & Madsen 2016; Nørreby 2017). Accented Danish is generally associated 
with incompetence, in particular if the accent is understood as belonging to a person from Africa, 
Asia or the Middle-East (Kirilova 2006). We find it important that Selda does not discriminate 
between the two registers here regardless of the sociolinguistic argument that they differ. This 
suggests that there are still wide-spread negative associations to the urban youth register and in 
particular that it is associated with an unflattering version of the immigrant Other, as also noticed by 
Nørreby (2017). The generalized feature [ç] is probably the shibboleth that activates a negatively 
valued immigrant stereotype, and other features strengthen it. For instance, the un-empathetic 
attitude, confrontational language, creaky voice and low pitch all call up the image of an aggressive 
gangster, and the failure in locating props, the non-standard use of gender (grammatical and sex), 
lexis (and perhaps prosody) all point to an understanding of incompetence. Yet, Selda does not 

                                                 
2 Selda may have slightly fewer glottal stops than would be expected from a contemporary Copenhagen raised child, but 
it is very hard to determine for sure. Overall her language is indistinguishable from what one would expect from a 
native speaker of Danish ´.   
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include other emblematic features of these registers. A typical (and often parodied) feature of 
learner Danish is V3 word order in main clauses; in standard Danish the finite verb of declarative 
main clauses is the second constituent. And urban youth language is often identified through its use 
of lexicon from immigrant languages, notably koran and wallah (Karrebæk 2016). We find none of 
this here.  
 
 

Table 1: Overview over linguistic features that index non-standardness used by Selda  
 
Category Type Example Frequency  

Pronunciation t as [ç] instead of [ts] Jeg kom fra Tjyrkiet (line 1) Almost 
generalized 

 l as [ɭ] instead of [l] Slet ik (line 05) perhaps lexically 
dependent 

 vowel quality Lægge [lɛg] dem her (line 09-
10) 

Few instances 

 absence of glottal stop  Gå° (line 25) Almost 
generalized 

  t as [d] instead of [ð]  Tjyrkiet (line 3) once 
 /r/ = [ɽ] Jeg ringer lige (line 46) once 
Prosody Rising final intonation Du må kun prøve det en gang 

(line 37) 
Relatively many 
instances 

 Creaky voice / low pitch Ellers så dræber jeg dig (line 
37-38) 

Few instances 

Grammar Grammatical gender Min legetøj (instead of mit 
legetøj) (line 49) 

Once  

 Sexus han der (instead of hende der) 
(line 40) 

Once 

 case Han der (instead of ham der) 
(line 40) 

Once 

Lexis  Bonushår Once 
Deviant and 

absurd action 

Confrontational language Ellers så dræber jeg dig (line 
37-38) 

Few instances 

 Demonstrations of 
incompetence 

Nej ik den slet ik den slet ik 
nattjøj (lines 05-06) 

Few instances 

 Inconsiderateness / un-
empathic behavior 

Har du fødselsdag i dag? Okay 
så sender jeg bare en gulerod 
tje dig (lines 50-52) 

Few instances  

 
Selda’s performance suggests that the stereotypical associations between certain language 

features, ways of behaving and cultural stereotypes are well-known among the 9-11 year old 
students. Those that may be unaware are enlightened by Selda in her first turn: “I came from 
Turkey.” The metapragmatic understanding of the ways she speaks is clarified (to some extent) 
when she characterizes this as not proper Danish (“I can’t figure out Danish”) and (therefore) “a 
little strange” (line 36). This follows an odd expression. She describes one of the boys’ hair as 
bonus hair which is probably a direct translation from Turkish bonus saçlı and refers to particularly 
wild, unruly, messy, curly hair. This describes very well the hair of the boy she refers to. This could 
index the Turkish immigrant persona, although here it is questionable whether the example of 
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transfer is intentional, and whether its fit with the other linguistic features is comprehended by her 
audience. However, although it is not certain that the ‘strange language’ is to be taken as an overall 
evaluation of her linguistic performance, we find that it is not far-fetched to claim that it is, and it is 
certainly responded to by her audience.3  

The immediate reception and evaluation of Selda’s performance is positive: her classmates 
laugh and applaud repeatedly. We cannot know for certain why, and their enthusiasm probably has 
different reasons, but a trivial observation is that Selda introduces apparent incongruences and 
perhaps taboos into the school context; this is often associated with humorous effects (Glenn 2003). 
The incongruences and taboos are connected to Selda’s use of features which differ from what is 
expected from a good and appropriate school-child in Denmark. They are erased (Irvine & Gal 
2000), suppressed, ignored or reproached if they turn up, as we have already mentioned. Thus, 
Selda enacts a persona who is unruly, aggressive, impolite, inconsiderate, not focused on learning - 
and who does not speak standard Danish. Selda is able to do this, and still be recognized as a good 
student, exactly because she creates a timespace envelope – a chronotope – in which she inserts a 
Turkish/immigrant persona. She brackets out the timespace associated with school – in that 
timespace she lives up to mainstream norms and teacher expectations. She is now the Turkish 
immigrant who fails on all the measures normally applied. This is funny because her performance is 
good, because she is confronting norms, breaking taboos by speaking in erased or unsanctioned 
ways, and making fun of people, but it is also funny – or so we suggest – because this persona is 
both her and not her. It is no secret that Selda has Turkish background; this is probably also the 
reason why this is a permissible performance in the eyes of the others, including the school 
authorities. At the same time, she makes a clear line of demarcation between the timespace of 
school in which her school identity is situated and the performed persona. Notice that she is not 
employing all the features that could have been incorporated in the performance, and she 
undoubtedly knows of wallah and Koran and their relation to the immigrant stereotype. This is so 
widespread in the school, even among her peers, that she can hardly have missed it. We suggest that 
Selda is doing double-voicing: She is performing somebody who could have been her, and in order 
to underline that this is performance – and strategic inauthenticity – she distances herself by 
avoiding some features.  

Some questions remain. Why is Selda drawing on her own background to create a parody of the 
immigrant? Why here, why now in front of these people, and with what right (cf. Rampton 2009)? 
We suggest that Selda is accomplishing several things at once during her performance. First of all, 
by demonstrating the difference between her usual self and her performed self, she makes it clear 
that she is aware of other possible selves and she demonstrates her understanding that they belong 
in other timespaces than school. This re-affirms her identity as a good school-child, rather than as 
one of the unruly immigrant kids, she creates a contrast to the “newly arrived / linguistically 
incompetent” person, and she claims belonging, rather than just residence, in Denmark (cf. 
Blommaert & De Fina 2017). Second, trivially Selda wants to entertain her peers. Through 
successful entertainment she gets recognition and popularity, and her use of language is an attempt 
to accomplish this. And as so often, humor illuminates local social norms (Glenn 2003). Third, both 
immediate goals are ways to create future value. It is an educational investment – making teachers 

                                                 
3 In the post-performance session, Selda’s performance receives two comments by her class-mates who mention 
elements that they found “funny”. One says: “I think it is funny when Selda she says oh (.) it’s your birthday oh well 
okay I will just send you a carrot.” All of this is pronounced in a way that recalls ‘circus language’, that is, adult learner 
language. The other classmate mentions the “or else I will kill you,” and this is done in a way that seems to refer to a 
gangster register. This means that each of the classmates has taken up a different sociolinguistic aspect of her 
performance but it certainly also shows that her way of speaking has been noticed and taken up by her classmates, and 
that they are able to recognize the registers or styles that she is drawing on.  
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realize that she is a model minority (Shankar 2008), by accentuating the fact that she usually 
observes the monolingual and other behavioral norms prescribed, in another way, it is an investment 
in peer group value. Fourth, Selma may be making a more personal comment to the group of girls 
which she is aspiring to. These girls use the urban youth style, they are assertive and 
confrontational, and they are often belittling her, exploiting her norm-observing behavior. In this 
performance, Selda may vindicate herself for such humiliation, and she does it in a school-
sanctioned way through generalized ridicule.  

The effects of the performance are both long-term and short-term. In the situation, Selda appears 
to be happy with her success, and she comments on it several times when they return to class. In 
terms of the investment in her identity as a model student, it is more complicated. School-careers 
run over many years, and Selda had some six years of obligatory school left. There are signs that the 
performance may pay off for her in the long run. In the follow-up session the math and the Danish 
teachers praise her; the math teacher asks how she got the idea of this “story” and he mentions her 
ability to both follow a script and improvise. There is another possible long-term effect – perhaps 
with wider implications: Selda’s performance validates an already circulating stereotype of the 
incompetent immigrant identified through the particular and deviant use of Danish. When asked by 
the teacher how she got the idea, Selda replies that she saw a man who could not speak Danish, and 
then she thought of doing that, too. Notice, that in her formulation of the experience, the linguistic 
performance does not even qualify as speaking Danish. It is only partly confirmed by Selda’s other 
teacher who praise her “clear voice”. The response follows one of her classmates who praises and 
quotes her, using highly accented speech. The teacher then adds “You had such a clear voice Selda 
… even though you were supposed to sound (.) as if you spoke (.) poor Danish.” None of the 
teachers mentions that there may be something problematic about parodying an already stigmatized 
group. Nor do they ask about her reasons for choosing the Turk, a category with which she is also 
affiliated. The chronotope in which mainstream Danish education unfolds is validated, as is the 
understanding that it is not appropriate to speak this type of Danish, which then again is affirmed as 
deviant.  
 

 

From trilingual poetry to the “language tone of Somali” 

 
The next case unfolded in 8th grade among another cohort of students. In this group 80% of the 
students reported to have minority linguistic background. A number of studies have documented 
how these students exploited the linguistic richness accessible to them in peer group settings. For 
example, they engaged in practices that involved combining linguistic features associated with a 
range of different languages (see e.g. Madsen 2013) or displayed an interest in what things were 
called in “each other’s languages” and accordingly exploited this knowledge to form in-group slang 
(Møller 2017). However, we found such behavior to be almost non-existing in the mainstream 
classroom interaction. To our knowledge, the teachers did not bring minority languages into the 
daily activities of teaching, and the students only did so extremely rarely. Again, we argue that 
looking at how the interaction unfolded in the rare occasions where it actually happened may help 
explain why they are rare. This explanation involves chronotopical understandings of the timespace, 
language norms, and identification potentials related to the event.      
 Instances where language resources associated with minority languages were brought in 
typically occurred when the students were relatively free to choose themes. So-called “project 
weeks” provided such an opportunity. During project weeks, the students worked in groups with 
self-selected topics. As a compulsory part of these weeks’ activities, the groups presented their 
projects in front of peers and teachers. The groups were encouraged to include a creative element in 
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the presentation, and it was particularly these creative elements that drew on resources associated 
with linguistic and/or ethnic backgrounds (see Møller 2016). One example is a group of boys who 
chose to work with “The multicultural society” and as their creative element, served a specific type 
of Arabic cake. Another example is a group of girls who dressed up as well-known politicians and 
used this to discuss, through the politicians’ political discourses, state-enforced removal of children 
with a migration background. In addition to making the presentations entertaining, the creative 
elements were expected to disseminate and nuance the work of the project groups. In this way, they 
should (and did) not contradict the serious academic framing, and this is an academic element 
which constitutes an important difference from the magician performance described in the last 
section. In fact, in general there was an increasing focus on grades as the students reached the final 
years. Students and teachers treated the presentations during project weeks seriously as the groups 
were graded for their work.  
 The incident we now turn to unfolded during a project week presentation (see also Møller 
2015). The presenting group consisted of three girls: Fartun (Somali background), Israh (Arabic 
background) and Mathilde (Danish majority background). While several other students spoke 
Arabic, Fartun was the only Somali speaker. The girls’ topic was terrorism, their presentation 
mainly centred around Islamic terrorism, and in conclusion they suggested a global unified strategy 
as a way to reduce terrorism. Present in the classroom were 20 students, two teachers (Inger and 
Janne), and two researchers (Jens Normann Jørgensen and Janus Spindler Møller). Inger, their class 
teacher, spend many hours weekly with the class and had done so for many years. Israh and Fartun 
wore radio microphones and another recorder captured the interaction going on between teachers 
and students. Our analysis is based on these recordings, field notes, and the slideshow presented by 
the group.  

For the creative element in the presentation, the group had made a poem, which among other 
things involved an appeal to stop terrorism and increase intercultural respect. The girls had made a 
pre-recording of the poem where they performed it in three successive versions: in Arabic (Israh), in 
Somali (Fartun), and in Danish (Mathilde). Their idea was to play this recording during the 
presentation, and to prepare for this, they had placed the sound file on the classroom computer. 
However, when they tried to locate the file during the presentation, they were unable to locate it. 
We will now address in detail what took place.  
 While the girls searched the classroom computer for the file, they conducted a whispered 
negotiation of an alternative plan, and they finally suggested to the teachers that they just read the 
Danish version aloud. The teachers, who did not seem to know about the poem before, now started 
asking clarifying questions. After a while the teachers suggested that the group members performed 
it on the spot, including the Arabic and Somali versions. Israh and Fartun in particular were very 
reluctant to do this. About four minutes after the girls discovered they could not find the sound file, 
the other students and the teachers started getting impatient. Then Inger (the class teacher) decided 
to move the increasingly chaotic situation forward. The example below followed just after the other 
teacher (Janne) seemed to have accepted getting only the Danish version: 
 
Transcript 2 

 
Winter 2010; audio-recording 
Participants: Inger (class teacher), Janne (helping teacher), Israh (student, group member), Fartun 
(student, group member)  
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Legend 

(1.0) pauses in seconds 
(.) pauses shorter than 0.5 second 
[bla] overlapping speech 
(bla) our comments 
xxx inaudible 
(bla bla) translation to English 
 

01 Janne:   men så må Mathilde læse den danske version op 
   But then Mathilde has to read the Danish version 

02 Inger:   jeg synes godt nok det er ærgeligt 
   I think it’s such a shame 

03 Janne:   ja det er rigtig 
   yes that’s right 
04 Inger:   det er rigtig rigtig ærgeligt 
   it’s really really a shame 

05 Israh:   vi havde brugt tid på det 
   we had spent time on it  

06 Inger:  ja men (.) hvad med og øh og prøve at gøre det så godt I kan alligevel (.) øh det gør  
07              ikke noget der er pauser 

Yes but (.) how about eh doing it as well as you can anyway (.) eh it doesn’t matter if 
there are breaks 

08 Israh:   mm det tog 
   but it took  

09 Inger:   prøv at læse det op tag digtet og [så prøv at oversætte det til] arabisk og somalisk 
try to read it aloud take the poem and [then try to translate it to] Arabic and Somali  

10 Fartun:                                       [nej det gider vi ikke] (whispered) 
                                                                [no we don’t want to] 

 
As a reaction to the other teacher’s suggestion, Inger states twice (in line 02 and 04) that it would be 
“a shame” to not present the trilingual version of the poem. Inger never explicitly formulates why it 
is a shame but moves on to setting the course of the activity in line 06-07 and 09. Here she urges 
Fartun and Israh to perform the poem in Arabic and Somali, respectively. Thereby she turns the 
planned activity of playing a sound file prepared in advance into an activity of staged performance 
involving minority languages. Fartun (in line 10) instantly shows discomfort and in the following 
exchanges both Fartun and Israh do so too. In what follows, we ask why and argue that the 
discomfort is related to a change of chronotopical understanding of the situation which the 
performance of minority languages in the classroom leads to.     

Following the decision to make the girls perform individually, Inger starts putting pressure on 
Israh and Fartun and asks Israh to go first. Over the following two minutes, Israh states repeatedly 
that she does not want to. Now supported by Janne, Inger uses different persuasion strategies. For 
example, both teachers state that this is not an exam so therefore there is no reason to be nervous. 
While this is probably an attempt to calm Israh down, this argument also moves the situation away 
from the serious and exam-like atmosphere that otherwise characterizes the classroom activities on 
that day, into another chronotope. Israh keeps declining. Eventually several of the other students 
show signs of impatience, and this may be why Israh finally gives in. She delivers a detailed and 
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fluent translation in Arabic, which indicates that her reluctance was not caused by insufficient 
language skills. Her presentation is followed by a loud applause.  

After the applause, Inger calls for silence and gives the floor to Fartun. Fartun simply stays 
silent and ignores Inger’s invitations. But Inger continues the persuasion attempts. In the following 
extract Fartun is finally pushed to perform the poem in Somali. The extract follows 13 seconds of 
toe-curling silence: 
 
Transcript 3 

 
Winter 2010; audio-recording 
Participants: Inger (class teacher), Israh (student, group member), Fartun (student, group member), 
Student (a classmate in the audience) 
 
01 Inger:   altså Fartun du kan bilde mig hvad som helst ind fordi jeg kan ikke somalisk så ved du 
02 hvad bare nogle lyde på somalisk (.) det ville være helt fint    

you know what Fartun you can make me believe anything because I don’t know Somali 
so you know what just some sounds in Somali that would be just fine 

 (giggling in the background) 
03 Israh:      [Fartun]    
04 Inger:  [kom i gang] (.) så tag den derfra (.) og hvis du ikke ved et ord (.) så opfinder du 
05 det bare  

[get started] (.) take it from there (.) and if you don’t know a word (.) you just make it 
up 

06 Fartun:     okay (giggling)    
okay  

07 Student:   hun kan ikke forstå det    
she can’t understand it 

08 Inger:     vi vil bare have den tone vi vil bare have sprogtonen (.) okay 
       we just want that tone we just want the language tone (.) okay 

09 Fartun:     okay    
okay 

10 Inger:   du kan kalde det hvad det vil du kan sige det er en slikpind eller et eller andet altså på  
11 somalisk jeg ved det ikke (.) lad os så høre 

you can call it anything you want you can say that it is a lollipop or something that is 

in Somali I don’t know (.) let’s hear it then 

12 Israh:     hold din [kæft] (in low voice, giggling) 
       you [must be kidding me]  

13 Inger:                    [ssh]    
              [shush] 

14 Israh:     det er [pinligt] (in low voice, giggling)   
this is [embarrassing]  

15 Fartun:            [okay]     
           [okay] 

16 Inger:       ssh    
shush 

 (Fartun performs the poem in Somali) 
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While trying to persuade Fartun to perform the poem, Inger spells out what she expects to get out of 
the presentation, this for the first time. Inger states that Fartun can actually say anything since Inger 
is unable to understand it anyway (line 01). Again this is probably an attempt to make Fartun relax 
(and then perform), but at the same time it constructs Somali as only of aesthetic value in the 
situation. Inger elaborates on her line of argumentation (line 04, 08) by explicating that Fartun may 
just invent words and that all they want is the “language tone”. She even increases the pressure by 
using “we” instead of “I”, thereby representing a larger group than herself (though we do not know 
exactly who the “we” refers to - the teachers or the entire class) (line 08). Inger finally illustrates 
Fartun’s possibility of saying anything she wants in Somali - even just “lollipop” (lines 10-11); this 
adds a comical component to the line of persuasion. Again, the jocular contribution is most likely an 
attempt to relieve the tense atmosphere, but again it renders Somali denotationally meaningless and 
with no relation to the academic content of the group’s presentation.  

Now the situation has moved quite far away from a serious poem about suicide bombers and 
intercultural understanding. Inger has – probably unintentionally – constructed the Somali as exotic 
entertainment with comical undertones rather than as part of an academic endeavor. Seen in this 
light it is not surprising that Israh (standing next to Fartun) whisperingly indicates that she is 
embarrassed (line 12-14). However, the final outcome is that Fartun performs. She presents a very 
competent translation of the written Danish text, and again it is likely that her embarrassment has to 
do with something else than her Somali language skills. Just after Fartun’s presentation, the 
classmates deliver loud applause. Then Mathilde reads the Danish version. There is no hesitation 
before, and the classmates’ reaction is more hesitant applause. This version is treated as neither 
embarrassing nor worthy of special attention. In contrast, the loud applauses from the audience 
following the Arabic and the Somali version could indicate appreciation of the use of minority 
languages in the classroom or perhaps recognition of the effort it takes for Israh and Fartun to 
overcome themselves. What remains is the question of why both girls resented so vehemently 
performing the poem in Arabic and Somali.  

To the extent that Inger’s argumentation expresses a more general ideology concerning minority 
languages in the classroom, the extract provides a potential answer to our question. Minority 
language use is to a large degree treated as incompatible with the identity potential offered by the 
chronotope of classroom presentation. Speaking Arabic or Somali does not index being an 
academically successful student, and does not point to school contexts (or educationally relevant 
content). Listening to Somali is treated as an aesthetic experience rather than as part of rational and 
serious activities. This demonstrates how minority languages invoke a chronotopical understanding 
of the classroom space as now a room for exotic and comical entertainment. In this way, the 
combination of staged classroom performance and minority languages ends up offering Israh and 
Fartun identities similar to “The Turkish magician-clown” in case 1, with the important difference 
that Fartun and Israh neither opt for this identity nor try to exploit the potentials it.  

At this point, we want to stress that Inger had good reason for what she did, and that she was 
well-liked by both researchers and students. Inger’s first priority seemed to be to get the 
presentation back on track. It is likely that she tried to get the girls to complete their initial idea and 
perhaps even wished to demonstrate a welcoming attitude towards the linguistic diversity among 
the students. Unfortunately, the outcome was somehow the opposite. The attempt to involve 
minority languages ended up displaying their lack of legitimacy in classroom interaction – apart 
from a certain entertainment potential and aesthetic value. On this basis, it is not difficult to 
understand Fartun and Israh’s reluctance toward using Somali and Arabic. From being a 
streamlined presentation, the situation entered into a vicious circle. The girls’ reluctance to perform 
the poem in Somali and Arabic made the teachers spell out the frivolous, but potentially comical 
entertaining value associated with the use of minority languages. The metacommentary whispered 
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by Israh and Fartun displayed their aversions and increasing discomfort. In the end Inger won the 
struggle, but this probably had more to do with the distribution of power in the classroom than with 
a change in Israh and Fartun’s understanding and attitudes toward bringing Arabic and Somali into 
a serious project presentation.     

This raises two additional questions: Why did the girls choose to introduce minority languages 
in their presentation in the first place? And what is the difference between playing Arabic and 
Somali on a recording and presenting (or performing) them “live”? To us, the trilingual version of 
the poem symbolically unites the three voices into one. The juxtaposition of the three languages 
provides the same message as the propositional content of intercultural understanding and peace. 
There is thus an iconic relation between form and content. Of course we do not know to what 
degree the girls had these types of reflections, but what we do know is that this line of interpretation 
was not offered in class. When the teachers were discussing the presentation with the girls 
afterwards, the poem was not mentioned at all, neither in terms of content nor just the performance. 
With regard to the second question, we see the pre-recording as allowing the girls to avoid live, 
classroom performance. This had the potential to make the poem more generic, less personal, and it 
could be a strategy to avoid a chronotope that links use of minority languages to mere 
entertainment, and the girls to the identities of entertainers rather than academically oriented 
students in the timespace of the classroom. 
 

 

Concluding remarks  

 
Blommaert (2015: 14) argues that ethnic labels and linguistic resources associated with minorities 
are among tropic emblems that can lead directly to chronotopic interpretations, not least in the 
educational setting. In this paper, we have analyzed two cases through the theoretical lens of the 
chronotope, paying attention to the interaction between the platform event and the school 
presentation as chronotopes. We have argued that both invite heightened awareness concerning 
linguistic form. We discussed the intrinsic relationship between situationally available identities, 
linguistic resources and activity types as they unfold in time and space. In the first case, Selda 
created a comical persona who came from Turkey, used “street language” and “learner Danish,” 
made rude comments to members of the audience, and performed unsuccessful magic tricks. This 
persona was well received by the audience. In the second case, Fartun and Israh only reluctantly 
performed in Somali and Arabic in class when their original plan to play a poem recorded in 
advance needed adjustment. The more Israh and Fartun expressed their reluctance (or simply kept 
quiet), the more detailed the teacher outlined her idea of the role of the languages (especially 
Somali). As a result, the trilingual poem in the presentation ended up as “the language tone of 
Somali” where Fartun for that matter could replace any word with “lollipop” without anybody 
noticing as long as it was in Somali. The two cases both point to the association of linguistic 
resources associated with ethnic minorities (whether minority languages or accented Danish) with 
comical entertainment and, as a result, lack of seriousness in an academic setting. In both cases, 
these chronotopic understandings were revealed in the metacommentaries – of course with the 
important difference that in one case the student Selda exploited the chronotope to her own 
advantage and in the other, the chronotopic understanding was laid out by the teacher leading to 
Israh and Fartun’s expressions of reluctance and embarrassment. Together the cases illustrate how 
the presence of language associated with ethnic minority backgrounds invokes a chronotope of non-
academic, potentially comical entertainment. The links between language, value, stereotypes, etc. 
were not problematized in the discussions that followed (at least not those discussions we have had 
access to). This suggests that in the longer run both cases may end up supporting a chronotopic 
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structure in which language resources associated with ethnic minorities are detached from the 
perception of what counts as legitimate and valuable language use in mainstream education.  

Taking a more applied perspective, our use of the theoretical lens of chronotopes points to ways 
of engaging with the instances of language associated with minorities. The “Turkish magician” case 
could easily lead to a discussion of relations between language use and stereotypes and to 
expectations regarding language use in school. Concerning the trilingual poem, this could (as 
already suggested) be discussed in the light of the project it occurred in, and furthermore be used for 
discussions of linguistic and cultural diversity and challenges in connection to translation. These 
approaches presuppose that language resources associated with minority speakers may be seen as 
potentially valuable contributions in mainstream education. Yet, this is not the case at present. It is 
important that it is not our goal to criticize individual teachers. The teachers did their best to teach 
the children skills and competences valued by larger society, and they had never been encouraged to 
engage academically with linguistic diversity in the classrooms. Our point is that there was little 
room to imagine how to accommodate other semiotic resources than those connected to mainstream 
Danish-ness in educational activities. The unfortunate links made between language and stereotypes 
in class were not problematized in the discussions that followed. This illustrates the charged 
position of minority students in general and it suggests that in the longer run, both cases may end up 
supporting the chronotopic organization that detaches language resources associated with ethnic 
minorities from the perception of what counts as valuable language use in mainstream education. So 
in conclusion, mainstream Danish education may not ridicule the immigrant Other intentionally. 
Yet, it creates it as an Other, and neglects the possibility of discussing ways of being a good school-
child which do not involve speaking standard Danish or speaking standard Danish all the time. 
Linguistic resources associated with the minority speaker becomes emblems of deviant behavior, 
they become shibboleths of a chronotope which stands in opposition to mainstream education. 
 
 

---------------- 
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